FOREWORD

Again the editor is indebted to three of his students at the University of Oregon, Mrs. Loraine M. Purnell, Mrs. Suzanne B. Ellison, and Miss Susan K. Dyer. Mrs. Purnell and Mrs. Ellison indexed the January and March issues, respectively. Miss Dyer indexed the other four issues and edited the whole. Copies are being sent free to all subscribers; others may order them from the Office for Intellectual Freedom, American Library Association, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611.

INDEX: 1967


Academic Freedom: supported by Supreme Court decision, Mar.: 11; poem about, May: 26; University of Oregon faculty passes resolution concerning, May: 26.

Accidental Century: cited, Nov.: 82.

Ace: protected by Supreme Court, July: 48.

Adams, Ralph: censors Alabama student newspaper, Sept.: 63.

Aday, S. E.: fined for mailing novel into Michigan, Mar.: 19; case cited, Sept.: 54.

Adelphi University: faculty protest compulsory loyalty oath, Mar.: 11.

Adenauer: cited, Nov.: 83.

Adolescents: see Youth.

The Adventurers: see Robbins, Harold.


Advertiser (Alabama, Montgomery): reports censorship of student newspaper, Sept.: 65.

Africa Addio: see Motion Pictures.

Afterthoughts on Napalm Drop on Jungle Villages near Haiphong: see Beidler, Barbara.

Ah, Wilderness: see O'Neill, Eugene.

Air-Conditioned Nightmare: cited, Nov.: 82.

Ajax: see Sophocles.

Alabama, Montgomery Advertiser: see Advertiser (Alabama, Montgomery).

Alabama, Montgomery Journal: see Journal (Alabama, Montgomery).

Alabama, Muscogee County: To Kill a Mockingbird removed from high school reading lists, Mar.: 19.


Alabama, Troy: student newspaper censored, Sept.: 64.


Alcott, Louisa May (Little Women): cited, Mar.: 18; cited, July: 44.

Alezzak, Samuel: quoted, Nov.: 80.

Allain, Alex: conference speech reviewed, Sept.: 55.

Alton, Maurice: cited, May: 32.


Amendment #1: cited, Nov.: 81.


American Art Agency: fined in Iowa, May: 27.

American Association of School Libraries: cited, Jan.: 8; cited, Sept.: 56.

American Atrocities in Vietnam: copies seized in Australia, Mar.: 12.


American Civil Liberties Union—letter from Minnesota branch brings up censorship issue in Minneapolis, Jan.: 6; allies of libraries, Mar.: 10; aids in victory of Feinburg Law case, Mar.: 11; national policy on obscenity adopted by Minnesota Civil Liberties Union, Mar.: 15; asks Supreme Court to rule on base from which writings should be judged, Mar.: 19; protests ban on Genet film, May: 25; defends Washington students, May: 27; appeals Medicare oath, May: 30; Portland branch aids Watson, May: 31; cited, July: 41; Tennessee chapter protests teacher firing, Sept.: 64; supports San Francisco hippies, Sept.: 67.

American Civil Liberties Union Feature Press Service: quoted, Mar.: 14, 19, 20; reports Chicago censorship of movie, Sept.: 58; reports Colorado restriction of Salinger novel, Sept.: 66.

The American Dream: see Albee, Edward.

American Federation of Teachers: cited, Nov.: 81.

American Library Association: challenged to express strong opposition to phantom publishing policy of government, Jan.: 7; many members grateful recipients of government largesse, Jan.: 7; council statement on selection policy cited, Jan.: 8; cooperation with groups resisting abridgement of freedom inaccurately represented in Library Bill of Rights, Mar.: 10; statement before House Committee on Education and Labor, July: 37; midwinter meeting cited, Sept.: 56.

American Library Association—Council: to be presented revised version of Library Bill of Rights, Mar.: 10; action reported, Nov.: 74.

American Library Association—Executive Board: approves revised version of Library Bill of Rights, Mar.: 10.


American Library Association—Intellectual Freedom Committee: proposes revision of Library Bill of Rights, Mar.: 9, 10; appoints subcommittee to revise Library Bill of
American Library Association


American Library Association—Library Bill of Rights: revision proposed and explained, Mar: 9, 10; cited by Illinois librarian as reason for excluding book from library, Mar: 10; cited, July: 40; cited, July 46, 47; cited, Sept: 55, 56; cited, Nov: 72; revision approved, Nov: 74; cited, Nov: 77, 82.


American Library Association—Young Adult Services Division: cited, Sept: 56.


American Opinion: library debates whether to keep, Mar: 20; cited, Nov: 82.

American Renaissance Party: see Rockwell, George Lincoln.

American Worker: cited, Nov: 83.

Anderson, Geraldine: objects to pornography in UCLA student newspaper, Mar: 16.


Animal Farm: see Orwell, George.

Another Country: see Baldwin, James.

Antiquarian Booksellers Association of America: publicly opposed California Prop. 16 sponsored by CLEAN, Jan: 1.

Anti-Social Behavior: see Crime.


Apthecher, Bettina: debate causes student suspension, Sept: 65.


Arkansas: cited, July: 49.


The Arrangement: see Kazan, Elia.

*Art: banned in Chicago library, July: 46; protrail banned in Iowa nightclub, July: 46; show reopens at Salk Institute, July: 46.


Association of American Library Schools: program on teaching of intellectual freedom, Mar: 11.

Atkinson, Edie, Jr., cited, May: 32.


Audience Unlimited: heard report by Dr. Sanford Clarke of findings on pornography and delinquency, Jan: 2; opposes censorship attempts of vigilante committee, Jan: 3.


Australia: has varied censorship laws, Mar: 12; press cited, Nov: 79.


Australia, Victoria: ban of The Group causes increase in sales, Mar: 12.


Az, Paul: librarian of Sierra Madre Library which adopts a version of Palsades Free Library's operating policy, Mar: 9.

Bachelor: protected by Supreme Court, July: 48.

Beez, Joan: censored by DAR, Nov: 74.


Barber, Robert: cited, May: 32.

Barden, Elliott: arraigned in obscene film case, Mar: 16.


Basil (Father): cited, Sept: 57.


The Beard: see McClure, Michael.


Beautiful Joe: see Saunders, M.


Bee (California, Sacramento): reports anti-obscenity bill, July: 41; reports Israeli censorship, Nov: 73.

Bees, E. Larry: conference speech reviewed, Sept: 54.

Beidler, Barbara (Afterthoughts on Napalm Drop on Jungle Villages near Haiphong): poem causes Pentagon censorship of Presbyterian magazine, May: 34.


Bellamy, Ralph (prisoner): cited, Nov: 81.

Bellows, Saul: cited, Nov: 82.

Bendix, Dorothy: discusses present pattern of teaching intellectual freedom in library schools, Mar: 11.

Berlin, Michael J.: article printed, July: 39.

Berman, Sanford: poem quoted, May: 26; reports on press censorship practices in other countries, Nov: 82-84; reports on press censorship in West Germany, Nov: 76.

Bernhardt, David: discusses what should be taught about intellectual freedom in library schools, Mar: 11; cited, Sept: 53.

Berry, John: cited, Nov: 82.


Bible: cited, Jan: 4; cited, May: 24; cited, May: 35; cited, July: 45, 49; Sept: 64.

Biederman, Leslie: suspended in Detroit, May: 32.

Bielenberg, Leslie: suspended in Detroit, May: 32.

Bielenberg (Senator): cited, July: 41.

Bierman, John F.: cited, Sept: 64.

Bintar, Mary: quoted, July: 50.

The Birds: see Aristophanes.

Bishop, Don: reports obscene price tag, Sept: 55.

Black Spring: see Miller, Henry.


Blake, Gene: reports California obscenity decision, July: 49.

Boaz, Martha: on subcommittee of IFC to prepare revised text of Library Bill of Rights, Mar: 10.


Bolt, Robert (A Man for All Seasons): quoted, July: 47.


"Book Is a Four Letter Word": speech on censorship given
before California Kiwanis members by city librarian, Jan:5.

Book Selection: Oregon State Department of Education policy, Jan:8; reasons for sound practices in selection of materials for school libraries, Jan:8; wise, carefully planned selection procedures relieve community out-bursts, Jan:8; Muller list praised, Nov:82.

Book Selection, Bibliography: to be prepared by interested groups, Mar:13.

Book Selection and Censorship: see Fiske, Marjorie.

Bookburning: students burned Communist literature in Indonesia, Jan:5; Wall Street Journal quotation, Jan:7; characteristics of those who advocate, Mar:18, reported in Baltimore, May:22; discussion by Merryman, Sept:63.


Bradbury, Ray (Fahrenheit 451): see Motion Pictures.


Brandon Films: cited, Nov:73.

Brawe New World: see Huxley, Aldous.

Bray, William C.: found guilty of selling obscene books, Mar:19.


Brennan, William J.: wrote Supreme Court majority opinion concerning Feinburg Law case, Mar:11.


Brother Rat: see Motion Pictures.

Browning, Robert: cited, Nov:70.


Bunis, John: permitted to sell Tropic of Cancer, Mar:12; fights police censorship in New York, July:47.

Bunis, Sam: arrested in book seizure, Mar:12.


Burrett, Lee: formation of Committee on Defense Against Censorship, Mar:13.


Burroughs, William (Naked Lunch): confiscated by police in Rochester, Mar:12; cited, Nov:82.


C

CLEAN: see California League Enlisting Action Now.


Cahill, Thomas: San Francisco Police chief quoted on arrests made for selling obscene material, Jan:4.

Cain, David: cited, Nov:77.

Calapai, Letterio (Ozymandias): banned in Chicago library, July:46.


California: Southern California Booksellers Assn., Peralta Junior College District Board, Merlin Junior College Trustees, Assn. of California State College Professors publicly opposed to Prop. 16 sponsored by CLEAN, Jan:1; success of vigilante committee to censor cited, Jan:3; publishing enterprise prosecuted for mailing obscene literature has most convictions reversed, Jan:5; Curriculum Commission forms panel to review Land of the Free, Mar:14; Legislature requested to withhold money for controversial textbook, Mar:14; Section 311.2 of penal code declared unconstitutional by Superior Court Judge, Mar:15; Superior Court requested to stop use of obscenity in UCLA student newspaper, Mar:16; ban on Genet film sent to U.S. Supreme Court, May:25; District Court of Appeal rules Genet's film obscene, May:27; anti-obscenity legislation passes Senate, July, 41; Assembly Criminal Procedure Committee kills anti-obscenity bills, July:41; Court of Appeal decides on obscenity issue, July:49; librarian appeals to Playboy concerning censorship, July:51; obscenity case upheld by U.S. Supreme Court, Sept:61; Library Students Organized to Safeguard the Freedom to Read oppose State anti-obscenity bill, July:42.

California, Anaheim: city council and Melodyland Theater resolved differences over topless show, Jan:2; international image as finest entertainment area in the U.S., Jan:2; obscenity charge tried, May:28.

California, Berkeley: city board of library trustees and Friends of library publicly oppose Prop. 16 sponsored by CLEAN, Jan:1; students oppose proposed legislation, July:43.

California, Chula Vista: city council publicly opposes Prop. 16 sponsored by CLEAN, Jan:1.

California, Chula Vista Star-News: see Star-News (California, Chula Vista).

California, Costa Mesa: yearbook censored by student council, Sept:63.

California, El Cajon: Grossmont Junior College by editor People's Voice, Mar:16.

California, El Monte: bookseller convicted for distributing obscene material, Mar:20.

California, Fresno: librarian opposed to Prop. 16, Jan:1.


California, Glendale Independent: see Independent (California, Glendale).

California, Glendale News-Press: see News-Press (California, Glendale).

California, Goleta: Friends of Library panel on decency of literature quoted, Jan:5.

California, Huntington Beach: liquor store owner found guilty of selling obscene books, Mar:19.

California, La Jolla: controversial art show reopens, July:46.

California, Long Beach: censorship is Republican issue, Sept:67.

California, Los Angeles: University students protest obscenity in student newspaper, Mar:16; University student newspaper suspended, Mar:16; federal panel cited, May:30.

California, Los Angeles Herald-Examiner: see Herald-Examiner (California, Los Angeles).

California, Los Angeles Sentinel: see Sentinel (California, Los Angeles).

California, Los Angeles Times: see Times (California, Los Angeles).

California, National City: city council practices censorship, July:43; censorship ordinance abolished, Sept:62.

California, Orange County: Cypress Elementary School District board of trustees dismissed teacher, Jan:6; Superior Court cited, Jan:6.


California, Richmond: city librarian speaks against censorship, Jan:5.

California, Richmond Independent: see Independent (California, Richmond).

California, Sacramento Bee: see Bee (California, Sacramento).
California, San Bernardino: county library adopts letter to parents of young adults, Mar: 15.

California, San Diego: teacher's association publicly opposes Prop. 16, Jan: 1; State College librarian talks on censorship to fellowship meeting, Jan: 5; volumes of Marquis de Sade declared obscene, Nov: 76.

California, San Francisco: clerks arrested for selling obscene material, Jan: 4; Psychedelic Shop and City Lights Bookstore cited, Jan: 4; state college professors defy police attempts at censorship, Jan: 4; ALA Conference report, Sept: 53; hippies found guilty, Sept: 67.

California, San Francisco Chronicle: see Chronicle (California, San Francisco).

California, San Francisco Examiner and Chronicle: see Examiner and Chronicle (California, San Francisco).

California, San Jose: judge blocks trial of bookseller, Mar: 18; Municipal Court finds bookstore owner guilty, Sept: 64.

California, San Jose Mercury: see Mercury (California San Jose).

California, Santa Ana: bookdealer acquitted of charge of possession and sale of alleged obscene literature, Jan: 6.

California, Santa Ana Register: see Register (California, Santa Ana).

California, Santa Barbara News-Press: see News-Press (California, Santa Barbara).

California, Sierra Madre: library board adopts a shortened version of Palisades Free Library operating policy, Mar: 9.

California, University—School of Librarianship: students oppose California censorship proposal, July: 43.

California, Ventura Star-Free Press: see Star-Free Press (California, Ventura).

California Association of School Librarians: opposes State anti-obscenity bill, July: 42.


Canada: press cited, Nov: 79.

Canada, Toronto: libraries censor books on Communism, Sept: 60.

Candy: see Southern, Terry.


Carmichael, Stokely: banned from Florida Presbyterian College, July: 45; denied use of Seattle facilities, July: 52.


Cartoons: on censorship, Jan: 1; banned in Massachusetts, May: 29.

Carver, George A. (The Faceless Viet Cong): Foreign Affairs fails to state article written by CIA man, Jan: 7.


Catcher in the Rye: see Salingar, J. D.

Catholic Church: see Roman Catholic Church.

Catholic Transcript (Connecticut, Hartford): reports Supreme Court action on obscenity cases, Sept: 61.

Catholic University of America: students protest firing of liberal theologian, Sept: 63.


Cavalcade: protected by Supreme Court, July: 48.


Censorship: attempts to censor advertising, mail, records in New York, Jan: 3; lack of concern for banning of books, Jan: 3; publications could be banned from store if Iowa Pharmaceutical Association signs followed literally, Jan: 3; self-appointed citizen's committee indicate approval of bookstores and newstands with signs, Jan: 3; vigilante committee of Monroe County, New York, seeks to control all media, Jan: 3; clerks arrested in San Francisco for selling obscene material, Jan: 4; after obscenity case windup there is assurance that no literature will have been suppressed, Jan: 5; Communist books banned in Indonesia, Jan: 5; government convicted one individual and four firms on charge of mailing obscene literature, Jan: 5; Indiana University librarian tackles Citizens for Happy Family Living over distribution of indecent literature, Jan: 5; bookdealer acquitted of charge of possession and sale of alleged obscene literature in Santa Ana, Jan: 6; Minneapolis resolution asked that book concessionaires refrain from selling or displaying obscene material, Jan: 6; librarian states obscene books often reveal true evil to people and serve as realistic guide to own lives, Jan: 7; motivation of censor, Mar: 18; reported on by Iowa Library Association, May: 21; reported in South Africa, May: 25; decried in New Mexico, May: 25; reported in London, May: 24; opposed in New Mexico, May: 24; Wisconsin State anti-obscenity bill opposed. May: 25; reported in Pennsylvania, May: 25; reported in Rhode Island, May: 27; group formed to promote anti-censorship, May: 28; State anti-obscenity bill opposed in Wisconsin, May: 29; State anti-smut measure opposed in Minnesota, May: 29; State obscenity bill opposed in Texas, May: 30; proclaimed unconstitutional by Justice Douglas, May: 32; Pentagon censors troop reading material, May: 34; national censorship commission opposed by American Library Association, July: 37; California city bars sales of "harmful" material, July: 43; librarian censorship discussed, July: 44; book banned in Kenya by government, July: 44; Carmichael barred from Florida campus, July: 45; New York police raid bookstore, July: 47; New York lawyers ask censorship of book, July: 48; official censorship discussed by Claire Boothe Luce, July: 48; judge's capacity as censor questioned in California, July: 49; Helen Clay Frick censors book to protect father's image, July: 49; New Jersey librarians discuss, July: 50; Minnesota House passes anti-smut bill, July: 52; price tag censored in Springfield, Oregon, Sept: 55; censorship of Gorton discussed by New York clergy, Sept: 57; political censorship ended in South Vietnam, Sept: 57; ban on books in Virginia lifted, Sept: 59; Oregon librarian censors book, Sept: 59; books on Communism censored in Canada, Sept: 60; author charges police confiscation of manuscripts in Russia, Sept: 65; publisher of speculative literature denied investment rights in Nevada, Sept: 66; police seize paperbacks in Illinois, Sept: 67; military censorship practiced in the Middle East, Sept: 68; commission established to study obscenity and pornography, Nov: 69; New Mexico librarian takes stand against, reads Hippie poetry, Nov: 70; NLRC prohibits book, Nov: 74; clerk charged with selling obscenity in New York, Nov: 74; DAR attempts to ban Baez concert, Nov: 74; Tribune conflict in New Zealand, Nov: 77; librarian in Philadelphia acts as censor, Nov: 77; bookmobile in New Jersey wagers battle against shoddy literature, Nov: 78; books ruled obscene in Florida, Nov: 80; California city board bans book, Nov: 80; USIS policy practice, Nov: 82; poll discloses feelings toward, Nov: 84; see also individual titles, Art, Education, Magazines, Motion Pictures, News and newspapers, Theater, Youth.
Censorship, Bibliography: to be prepared by interested groups, Mar: 13.

Censorship, the Ever Present Danger: see Kenney, Louis A.

Central Intelligence Agency: huge budget almost entirely protected from Congressional scrutiny, Jan: 7; secret subsidies protested by ALA, Nov: 74.

Chagall, Marc: cited, Nov: 83.

The Challenge of Crime to a Free Society: see President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Criminal Justice.


China, Peking: revolutionary rebels practice censorship, Nov: 76.

Choice: see Motion Pictures.

A Choice Not an Echo: see Schaffy, Phyllis.


Church, Randolph W.: quoted, Sept: 59.

Church and State: see Protestants and Other American United for Separation of Church and State.

Church and State: cited, Nov: 82.

Cinema Guild: members tried for displaying obscene film, Nov: 75.


Citizens for Happy Family Living: campaign over distribution of indecent literature criticized by Indiana University librarian, Jan: 5.


Civil Liberties: cited, Jan: 1.

Civil Rights Movement: influences revision of ALA Library Bill of Rights, Mar: 10; cause of Washington censorship, May: 22; Carmichael barred from Florida campus, July: 45; Carmichael speaks in Seattle, July: 52; Eugene resident’s question worth of book on Negroes, July: 23; principal attacked for school policy, Sept: 60.


Clarke, Sanford: doctor reported findings on pornography and delinquency to Audience Unlimited, Jan: 2; cited, July: 38.

Classical Erotica: confiscated by police in New York, Mar: 12.


Cleland, John (Fanny Hill): cited, May: 31; censored in Germany, Sept: 62; cited, Nov: 77.

Clements, Samuel: see Twain, Mark.

Clint on Book Shop: see New York, Rochester.

The Clouds: see Aristophanes.

Cobbold (Lord): believes censorship duties inappropriate, Nov: 78.


Cohen, David: reports on U.S. Supreme Court decision on loyalty oaths, Mar: 11; conference speech reviewed, Sept: 55.

Cohen, Hubert: arraigned for showing Flaming Creatures at University of Michigan, Mar: 16.


Collectivism in the Churches: cited, Sept: 59.


Colorado, Denver: school board restricts Salinger novel,
The Cross and the Flag

among youth, Mar: 14; bookstore harassed in Baltimore, May: 22.
The Cross and the Flag: cited, Nov: 82.
Cunningham, Lawrence: librarians criticize campaign over distribution of indecent literature, Jan: 5.
Curran, Charles E.: dismissed from Catholic University of America, Sept: 63.
Cyr, Helen: conference speech reviewed, Sept: 54.

D

DAR: see Daughters of the American Revolution.
Daily Bruin (University of California at Los Angeles): art supplement suspended by Communications Board, Mar: 16; students condemn use of obscenity in, Mar: 16.
Daily Record (New Mexico, Roswell): cited, Nov: 70; editorial on Hippie poetry, proceedings of Roswell librarians, Nov: 73.
Daly, Robert S.: trial blocked by Superior Court judge, Mar: 15, found guilty in California, Sept: 64.
Dare, Danny: nudity show theater operator feels presentation of artistic revue in good taste, Jan: 2.
David: see Michelangelo.
Davis, Hiram A.: cited, May: 34.
Davis, William E.: pressures school libraries, July: 51.
Dayan, Moshe: cited, Nov: 76.
deSade, Marquis: banned in West Lafayette, Indiana, Mar: 19; works to be judged in Chicago, July: 49; complete works declared obscene, Nov: 76.
The Death of a President: see Manchester, William.
Death of a Salesman: see Miller, Arthur.
DeCoy, Robert (The Nigger Bible): censored in Los Angeles, May: 32.
"Defending the books": cited, Jan: 8.
Delhey, William: views obscene film, Mar: 16.
Delinquency: see Crime.
Dell: defendant in Connecticut suit to ban Last Exit to Brooklyn, Mar: 10.
Depraved: cited, Nov: 89.
Deseret News-Telegram (Utah, Salt Lake City): questions NLRB action, Nov: 74.
Deukmejian (Senator): quoted, July: 41.
Devil: cited, July: 47.
The Devils: causes indignation in Los Angeles, Sept: 66.
Diary of a Mad Old Man: see Tanizaki, Junichiro.
Dickey, Gary: cited, Sept: 64.
Dictionary of Dates: see Collison.
Dissent: cited, Nov: 82.
Dominican Republic: cited, Jan: 6.
Dunkley, Grace S.: opposes California anti-obscenity bill, July: 42.
The Dutchman: cited, Nov: 82.
Drysdale, Dorothy: quoted, Nov: 75.

E

Early, Margaret: authorizes institution of Committee on Defense Against Censorship, Mar: 13.
Ebert, Eloise: letter quoted, May: 30.
Edmonds, Douglas: studies censorship, July: 50.
"Educational Materials Selection Policy": cited, Jan: 8.
Egypt: cited, Nov: 78.
Elementary Secondary Education Act: Title I and II funds available for purchase of library materials, Jan: 8.
Elizabeth Appleton: see O'Hara, John.
Ellison: cited, Nov:83.
Ellman, Erwin B.: signs ACLU brief to Supreme Court, Mar:19.
The Enemy Within: see Kennedy, Robert.
The English Journal: see National Council of Teachers of English.
The English Record: see New York State English Council.
Epistulae Herenniae: cited, July:78.
Epidaurus Festival of Ancient Tragedy: cited, Nov:77.
Eros: cited, Nov:76.
Escapade: cited, Sept:60.
Evening News (New Jersey, Newark): reports censorship discussion, July:50.
Evergreen Review: cited, Nov:82.
"Examples of Policy Statements": cited, Jan:8.

F
Fabris, Alfred: argues with judge on constitutionality of California obscenity statute, Mar:15; quoted, Sept:64.
The Faceless Viet Cong: see Carver, George A.
Fahrenheit 451: see Motion Pictures.
Fanny Hill: see Cleland, John.
 Fathers and Dreamers: see Miller, Dallas.
 Feature Press Service: see American Civil Liberties Union.
 Federal Film Import Board: censored film, Nov:84.
Feiffer, Jules: cited, Nov:82.
Feinburg Act: declared unconstitutional by Supreme Court, Mar:11.
Fifield, Ramsey: quoted, Sept:64.
Fillon, John A.: signs ACLU brief to Supreme Court, Mar:19.
The Film of Illusion: cited, Sept:68.
Finland: new law aimed at pornography, Jan:4; press cited, Nov:79.
Flaming Creatures: see Motion Pictures.
Fletcher, Kenneth S.: cited, May:34.
Florida: nudist magazine legally obscene, Nov:76.
Florida, Escambia County: censorship pressure by sheriff, July:51.
Florida, Jacksonville Times-Union: see Times-Union (Florida, Jacksonville).
Florida, St. Petersburg Independent: see Independent (Florida, St. Petersburg).
Florida Presbyterian College: bans Stokely Carmichael, July:45.
Flush: see Huxley, Aldous.
Genovese, Eugene: issue spurs new regulation regarding freedom of speech at Rutgers, Mar:15.
Gent: protected by Supreme Court, July:48.
Gentlemen: protected by Supreme Court, July:48.
Georgia: success of vigilant committee to censor cited, Jan:3; obscenity case reversed by Supreme Court, Sept: 61.
German Luftwaffe: warns pilots of magazine confiscation by Arab countries, Nov:76.
Germany: West German press cited, Nov:79.
Germany, Bad Godesberg: girlie magazines curbed, Sept:62.
Germany, Munich: authorities destroy weekly, Nov:76.
Gideon Society: cited, May:35.
Gilliam, Earl B.: rules volumes obscene, Nov:76.
Ginsberg, Allen (Howl): cited, Nov:82.
Ginsberg, Samuel: given suspended sentence in New York, Sept:60.
Gitomer, Irene: quoted, July:50.
Globe Democrat (Missouri, St. Louis): cited, Nov:79.
Glover: see Polini, Francis.
Golding, William (Lord of the Flies): to be explained in a monograph on censorship, Mar:13; banned in California, Nov:80.
Goldwater, Barry: cited, Nov:73.
Goldwater, Barry (Conscience of a Conservative): cited, Nov:82.
Goodman, Paul: cited, Nov:82.
Grapes of Wrath: see Steinbeck, John.
Graven, Henry N.: U.S. District Judge rules 491 meets Supreme Court tests on obscenity.
Greece, Athens Festival: cited, Nov:77.
Gresson, Sir Kenneth: cited, Nov:75.
Gross, Mason: praises new regulation on freedom of speech, Mar:15.
Grossmont Junior College: speech by editor of People’s Voice banned, Mar:16.
The Group: see McCarthy, Mary.
Grove Press: publisher of Last Exit to Brooklyn is defendant in Connecticut suit to ban, Mar:10.
Gschiele, Gertrude: librarian bans Calapai print, July:46.
Guri, Haim: protests movie ban in Israel, May:33.
Human Events: approved in Texas, May:31; cited, Nov:82.
Human Sexual Responses: see Johnson, V. E. and W. H. Masters.
Humanistische Studentenunion: cited, Nov:84.
Humanistische Union: cited, Nov:84.
Humorous Poetry for Children: see Cole.
Huxley, Aldous (Brave New World): cited, Jan:3; banned in Oregon, Mar:18; defended, Mar:18; cited, July:51.
Huxley, Aldous (Flush): attacked in Virginia, May:32.
I
I, a Woman: see Motion Pictures.
Idle Hour Bookstore: see California, San Jose.
Illinois: bill passed to regulate distribution of obscene material to youth, Nov:71; obscenity conviction of Paul Romaine appealed in Supreme Court, Mar:9; to determine obscenity of works of Marquis de Sade, July:49; Illinois, Belleville: librarian excludes Church and State from the library, Mar:10.
Illinois, Chicago Tribune: see Tribune (Illinois, Chicago).
Illinois, Rock Island Argus: see Argus (Illinois, Rock Island).
In White America: cited, Nov:82.
Independent (California, Glendale): reports opposition to censorship, Nov:81.
Independent (California, Richmond): reports speech of city librarian deploring censorship, Jan:5.
Independent (Florida, St. Petersburg): reports books ruled obscene, Nov:80.
India, Ahmadabad: seminar on screen kissing offered, Nov:78.
Indiana, Chrisney: high school library literature attacked, May:28.
Indiana, Evansville Courier: see Courier (Indiana, Evansville).
Indiana, Hammond Times: see Times (Indiana, Hammond).
Indiana, Indianapolis News: see News (Indianapolis, Indiana).
Indiana, Terre Haute Tribune: see Tribune (Indiana, Terre Haute).
Indonesia, Jakarta: red book ban, Jan:5.
Inquirer (Pennsylvania, Philadelphia): reports on State obscenity definition, July:43; reports librarian censorship, Nov:77.
International Nudist Sun: cited, July:49.
Intro (University of California at Los Angeles): suspended by Communications Board, Mar:16.
Iowa: California publishing enterprise mailing obscene literature into state, Jan:5; Pharmaceutical Association enlists help of customers to combat "objectionable literature," Jan:3; censorship reported, May:21; judge sentences Luers on obscene matter charge, May:27.
Iowa, Des Moines: portrait removed by police, July:46.
Iowa, Des Moines Register: see Register (Iowa, Des Moines).
Iowa, Des Moines Tribune: see Tribune (Iowa, Des Moines).
Iowa, Grinnell: yearbook censored by printers, Sept:64.
Iowa, Iowa City: censorship studied, July:50.
Iowa, Mount Pleasant: Kazan novel banned, July:51.
Iowa, Mount Pleasant News: see News (Iowa, Mount Pleasant).
Iowa, Sioux City: site chosen for trial of obscene literature mailed from California, Jan:5; cited, May:27.
Iowa, State Traveling Library: commended for upgrading Iowa public libraries, May:21.
Iowa, University: censorship studied, July:50.
Iowa, University—Graduate School of Library Science: cited, May:22.
Iowa Library Association Catalyst: reports censorship in Iowa, May:22.
Iowa Library Association: reports censorship in newspapers, Sept:58.
Ireland: books by Mickey Spillane banned, July:38.
Israel: military censorship practiced, Sept:68.
Israel, Jerusalem: textbooks being purged, Nov:78.
Israel, Tel Aviv: movie censored, May:33.
Italy: press censored, Nov:79.
Italy, Vatican City: plans to publish censorship magazine, July:43.

Johns Hopkins University

Jackson, Edwin G.: states library goal is education, not entertainment, Nov:75.
Jacobellis vs. Ohio: Court urged to abandon approach laid down in, Mar:19.
Jacobs, David: grants injunction prohibiting sale and distribution of Selby's Last Exit to Brooklyn in Connecticut, Mar:10.
James, Frank: rules Carmichael must be allowed to speak in Seattle, July:52.
see also American Opinion.
Johns Hopkins University: editors of newsletter suspended, Mar:16.
Johnson, Lyndon Baines: administration accused of censorship and secrecy, Mar:20; spoof on causes suspicion of University newsletter editors, Mar:16; law creates commission on obscenity and pornography, Nov:69.


Jones, James (From Here to Eternity): cited, Jan:3.


Jordan (country): cited, Nov:78.


Just for Kicks: bookseller convicted for selling, Mar:19.


Karesch, Joseph: clears The Beard, Jan:4.


Kazan, Elia: cited, July:44.


Kennedy Family: efforts to suppress portions of The Death of a President futile, May:20.

Kennedy, Robert (The Enemy Within): prohibited by NLRB, Nov:74.

Kenney, Louis A.: talks on censorship to fellowship meeting, Jan:5.


Kentucky: cited, July:49.


Kentucky, Louisville Courier-Journal and Times see Courier-Journal and Times (Kentucky, Louisville).

Kentucky, Louisville Times: see Times (Kentucky, Louisville).


Khayyam, Omar (Rubaiyat): cited, May:27.


Kinzl, Augustus: protests art works in Salk Institute, July:46.

Kirby, Fred: explains removal of To Kill a Mockingbird from Alabama high school reading lists, Mar:19.

Kirsch, Robert: conference speech reviewed, Sept:54.

Kiwanis Club: heard speech by Richmond city librarian against censorship, Jan:5.


Knodson, Roxanne: assists formation of Committee on De-fenses Against Censorship, Mar:13.

Kokines, George C.: works banned in Chicago library, July:46.

Kongo-Muller: cited, Nov:84.

Korn, Henry: suspended from Johns Hopkins University for running article in newsletter, Mar:16.


Lady Chatterley's Lover: see Lawrence, D. H.

Land of the Free: see Caughey, John W.

Lasky, M. f.: not allowed to speak at Grossmont Junior College, Mar:16.

Last Exit to Brooklyn: see Selby, Hubert, Jr.

The Last Temptation of Christ: see Kazantzakis, Nikos.


Ledger-Star (Virginia, Norfolk): reports anti-smut crusade, July:49.

Lee, Harper (To Kill a Mockingbird): to be explained in monograph on censorship, Mar:13; removed from reading list of Alabama high schools, Mar:19; censored in Connecticut, May:33.

Leggett, Glen: cited, Sept:64.

LeMay, Curtis E.: article about censored from Stars and Stripes, Mar:11.


Leverinson, Nathan: reports censorship in Iowa, May:22.

Liberation: cited, Nov:32.

Librarians: California Association of School Librarians opposes Prop. 16, Jan:1; getting into act of limiting reading material for youth, Jan:2; Indiana University librarian criticized Citizens for Happy Family Living campaign, Jan:5; Richmond city librarian speaks against censorship, Jan:5; San Diego State Librarian talks on censorship, Jan:5; look into new publishing policy of federal government, Jan:6; should be aware of information that has been tampered with at source, Jan:7; can use Library Bill of Rights for exclusion of materials, Mar:10; censored by Library Journal, Mar:13; report of parent censorship in New Mexico, Mar:23; protest New Mexico bill to regulate material sold to juveniles, May:24; protest anti-obscenity bill in Wyoming, May:25; Oregon State librarian attacks censorship, May:30; opposes Barton in New York, July:40; oppose California censorship proposals, July:41-42; censorship function discussed, July:44; Wisconsin association opposes legislation, July:45; South Dakota association opposes federal obscenity commission proposal, July:47; discuss censorship in New Jersey, July:50; Californian appeals to Playboy concerning censorship question, July:51; discuss teenager intellectual freedom at ALA conference, Sept:53; Oregon librarian reports on religious survey problems, Sept:58; Oregon librarian says books, Sept:59; accused of timidity, Sept:61; New Mexico librarian reads Hoppie poetry in protest.
to censorship, Nov:70; back McShean in New Mexico, Nov:72.

Libraries: free public library operating policy and responsibility, Jan:1; history shows most controversial books belong in, Jan:1; pressured into censoring by anti-smut vigilantes, Jan:1; official exclusion of sexually oriented materials, Jan:2; controversial books not obtainable in many public libraries, Jan:3; cooperation with groups resisting abridgment of freedom inaccurately represented in ALA Library Bill of Rights, Mar:10; accused of censorship in Iowa, May:21; board member takes magazine in New York, July:39; art exhibit banned in Chicago, July:46; Iowa library bans Kazan novel, July:51; censorship at Farmingdale Library discussed by clergy, Sept:57; reject books in Virginia, Sept:59; Canada libraries censor books on Communism, Sept:60; Farmingdale continues Gorton troubles, Nov:73; Connecticut librarians state goal as education, not entertainment, Nov:75.

Library Bill of Rights: see American Library Association—Library Bill of Rights.

Library Journal: guide to censorship librarian, Mar:13; quoted, Mar:18; reports on censorship, July:44; reports ban of Calapai print in Chicago library, July:46; reports appeal to Playboy, July:51; cited, Sept:61; reports Syrian censorship, Sept:68; reports Gorton activities, Nov:73; article cited, Nov:82.


Libya, Tripolis: confiscates magazines from landed aircraft, Nov:76.


Little Orphan Annie: cited, Nov:82.


Little Women: see Alcott, Louisa May.


Lockwood Concern: see O'Hara, John.

The Log: censored by student council, Sept:63.

Lolita: see Nabokov, Vladimir.


Look: cited, July:44.

Lord of the Flies: see Golding, William.


Love and Marriage: see Motion Pictures.

The Love Book: see Kandel, Lenore.

Loyalty Oaths: Feinburg Act declared unconstitutional by Supreme Court, Mar:11; opposed by University of Oregon faculty, May:26; declared unconstitutional in New Hampshire, May:27; Medicare oath ruled unconstitutional, May:30.

Luce, Claire Booth: quoted, July:48.


Luros, Milton: sentenced, May:27.

Lust: protected by Supreme Court, July:48.


Lynch, James: assists formation of Committee on Defenses Against Censorship, Mar:13.

McCall’s: distributors instructed not to handle certain issues, Jan:3; cited, July:48.


McCarthy, Mary (The Group): ban in Australia causes increased sales, Mar:20;


McClure, Michael (The Beard): controversial play performed at San Francisco State College, Jan:4; cited, Mar:20.

McCoy, Eugene: loses Oregon censorship case, May:35.

McCoy, Philbrick: cited, July:49.


MacDonald, Scott: cited, Nov:81.

MacDonald’s Against the American Grain: cited, Nov:82.


McGrath, William E.: cited, July:47.


MacKinnon, (Mrs.) John: cited, July:52.


McNamara, Robert: accused of censorship and secrecy, Mar:20; cited, May:34; orders stop of censorship, July:46.

McNaughton Company: loans books to Oregon library, Sept:59.

McShean, Gordon: reports censorship in New Mexico, May:24; takes stand against censorship in New Mexico, Nov:72; quoted, Nov:73.


Madden, June: cited, July:41.

Madden, Henry: publicly opposes Prop. 16, Jan:1.

Magazines: purchasers may not show concern for banning of book publications, Jan:3; unusual trial against obscene magazines in Iowa, Jan:5; nudist magazines debated in Maryland, May:35; library board member removes magazine in New York, July:39; Roman Catholics to publish censorship magazine, July:43; girlie magazines protected by First Amendment, July:48; Syrian government censors magazines, Sept:68; clampdown on pornographic magazines in Mexico City, Nov:73; nudist magazines obscene in Florida, Nov:76.

see also individual titles.

The Mahat: suspended from publication, Sept:63.


Malcolm X Speaks: cited, Nov:82.

Malham, Howell: spokesman for Citizens for Happy Family Living denies quarrel with Indiana University librarian over distribution of indecent literature, Jan:5.

Mallin, Jay (The Truth About the Dominican Republic): U.S. Information Agency commissioned manuscript but book contained no statement to that effect, Jan:6.

Maloney, Peter: police inspector seizes copies of The Love Book poem, Jan:4.

A Man for All Seasons: see Bolt, Robert.


Mann, Russel: cited, Nov:73.


Margolin, Ephraim: obtains writ from judge stating California obscenity statute unconstitutional, Mar:15.


Markey, Mary: arraigned in obscene film case, Mar:16.

Marks, Charles: cited, July:48; judges Dacey guilty, Sept:50.

Marquis de Sade

Marquis de Sade: see de Sade, Marquis.


Martin, Murray S.: calls attention to New Zealand problems, Nov:75.

Martin, O. Dean: cited, Nov:80.


Maryland, Baltimore Sun: see Sun (Maryland, Baltimore).

Maryland, Frederick Post: see Post (Maryland, Frederick).

Maryland, Montgomery County: parents attack school literature, May:32.


Massachusetts, Boston Herald: see Herald (Massachusetts, Boston).

Massachusetts, Boston Pilot: see Pilot (Massachusetts, Boston).

Massachusetts, Braintree: public library debates whether to keep Birch publication, Mar:20.

Massachusetts, Middleboro: cartoon banned, May:29.


Medicare: oath unconstitutional, May:30.


Melodyland Theater: see California, Anaheim.


Mercury (California, San Jose): quoted, Mar:15; reports Republican censorship, Sept:67.


Mississippi: success of vigilante committee to censor, Jan:3.

Missouri: Supreme Court rules Candy obscene, Nov:79.


Missouri, St. Louis Globe Democrat: see Globe Democrat (Missouri, St. Louis).

Missouri, St. Louis Post-Dispatch: see Post-Dispatch (Missouri, St. Louis).

Missouri, University—Freedom of Information Center: reports press research, Nov:79.

Mr. Annual: cited, Sept:60.

Mr. Roberts: see Hegyes, Thomas.

Mitteilungen (West Germany): quoted, Nov:84.


Modern Man: protected by Supreme Court, July:48.

Moll Flanders: see Defoe, Daniel.


Mr. Roberts: see Hegyes, Thomas.

Morse, Sir Thomas (character in A Man for All Seasons): quoted, July:47.


Moscone (Senator): cited, July:41.

Moscow Symphony: cited, Nov:77.


Miller, Dallas (Fathers and Dreamers): judged obscene by Iowa librarian, July:51.

Miller, Essie (character in Ab, Wilderness): quoted, May:27.


Miller, Henry (Black Spring): seized by police in New York, Mar:12.


Minnesota: State anti-smut measure opposed, May:29; smut bill passes House, July:52.

Minnesota, Minneapolis: mayor offers anti-censorship motion, Jan:6.

Minnesota, Minneapolis Star: see Star (Minnesota, Minneapolis).


Minnesota Civil Liberties Union: adopts American Civil Liberties Union policy on obscenity, Mar:15.


Moore: judge saw "redeeming social importance" and "constructive ideas" in Swedish film 491, Jan:4.


Morgan, Kile: cited, Sept:82.

More, Sir Thomas (character in A Man for All Seasons): quoted, July:47.

Morning Star (British): cited, Nov:83.

Motion Pictures—Censorship: attempts to censor in New York, Jan:3; Genet film protested in California, May; 25; Genet film protested in California, May:27; United States suppresses Japanese films, Sept:68; screen kissing taboo in India, Nov:78.

Motion Pictures (African Addio): cited, Nov:84.
Motion Pictures (Brother Rat): cited, Nov:73.
Motion Pictures (Choice): Goldwater film cited, Nov:73.

Motion Pictures (Flaming Creatures): seized in Michigan, Mar:16; censored in Michigan, Nov:76.
Motion Pictures (491): cleared for U.S. entry, Jan:4.
Motion Pictures (I, a Woman): causes Kentucky controversy, Nov:77.

Motion Pictures (Love and Marriage): Italian film cited, Jan:4.

Motion Pictures (Motive for Murder): censored in Israel, May:33.

Motion Pictures (The Red Balloon): condemned as Communist by Gorton in Farmingdale, Nov:73.

Motion Pictures (Sexus): censored in Anaheim, May:28.
Motion Pictures (Ulysses): censored in Great Britain, July:43; censored in New Zealand, July:48; questioned in Chicago, Sept:59.


Motion Pictures (The Wild Angels): banned in Denmark, May:28.

Motive for Murder: see Motion Pictures.

Muller, Robert H. (From Radical Left to Extreme Right): praised, Nov:82.

Mundt, Karl E.: quoted, July:47.
Murphy, Franklin: requested to stop UCLA student newspaper from using obscenity, Mar:15.
Murphy, Lillian M.: criticized, Sept:66.

Murray, David: article on sex life spurs suspension of Cornell University literary magazine, Mar:17.


My Life and Loves; cited, Nov:77.


N

NAACP: cited, May:32.
NLRB: see National Labor Relations Board.

NODL Newsletter: see National Office for Decent Literature—Newsletter.

Nabokov, Vladimir (Lolita): cited, July:44.


Naked Lunch: see Burrough, William.


National Association for the Advancement of Colored People: see NAACP.


National Capital Area Civil Liberties Union: sparks in—


National Office for Decent Literature—Newsletter: contains salacious reading, Mar:18; reports New Jersey bookmobile effort to clean up literature, Nov:79.

National Review: cited, Nov:82.


National Writers Congress: debates censorship in Russia, Sept:65.

National-und Soldaten-Zeitung: destroyed in Munich, Nov:76.

Nazi Party: see Rockwell, George Lincoln.

Nelson, Edward J.: ordered not to try bookseller, Mar:15; finds California bookstore owner guilty, Sept:64.


Neutes Deutschland (East German): cited, Nov:83.


Nevada, Las Vegas Sun: see Sun (Nevada, Las Vegas).

New English Library Ltd.: cited, Nov:76.

New Era Bookshop: see Maryland, Baltimore.

New Hampshire: loyalty oath found unconstitutional, May:27.


New Jersey: expenditure of state funds best spent on expanded mental health facilities and sex education, Jan:2; Committee for the Right to Read conducts three-month study of pornography and delinquency, Jan:2; cited, Sept:55.

New Jersey, Glassboro: librarian reports on problems in New Jersey, Sept:56.

New Jersey, Newark Christian Communications Apostolate: bookmobile wages battle against shoddy literature, Nov:79.

New Jersey, Newark Evening News: see Evening News (New Jersey, Newark).

New Jersey, Paramus Post: see Post (New Jersey, Paramus).


New Jersey, Trenton: censorship discussed, July:50.

New Jersey, West Orange: shopping center cited, Nov:79.


New Jersey Library Association: censorship discussed at annual meeting, July:50.


New Mexico

New Mexico, Albuquerque Journal: see Journal (New Mexico, Albuquerque).

New Mexico, Roswell: censorship decreed, May:23; librarian takes stand against censorship, Nov:70; Library board of trustees voted not to accept McShean's resignation, Nov:72; Library board of trustees accepts resignation of McShean, Nov:73.

New Mexico, Roswell Daily Record: see Daily Record (New Mexico, Roswell).


New Mexico State Standards: cited, Nov:73.


New York: Citizens Anti-Pornography Commission, Jan:2; State laws prohibiting sale of certain salacious reading material to children upheld, Jan:6; success of vigilante committee to censor cited, Jan:3; 1965 Session Laws cited, July:40; State law questioned in Bunin case, July:47; State Supreme Court asked to censor book, July:48; cited, July:48; Supreme Court judge finds Dacey guilty, Sept:59; obscenity statute cited, Sept:60; student editorial puts principal in place, Sept:60; case to be heard by U.S. Supreme Court, Sept:61.


New York, Brighton-Pittsford Post: see Post (New York, Brighton-Pittsford).

New York, Buffalo: five university professors refuse to sign loyalty oath, Mar:11; student newspaper censored, Sept:64.

New York, Garden City Newsday: see Newsday (New York, Garden City).


New York, Levittown: library director censures Gorton, July:40.


New York, Monroe County: citizens committee advises on magazine censorship, Jan:3.

New York, Mount Vernon Argus: see Argus (New York, Mount Vernon).


New York, Nassau County Library Association—Executive Board: censors Gorton, July:40.


New York, Palisades: operating policy, Jan:1; library cited, July:51.


New York, Rochester: for several years citizens ignored local censorship committee, Jan:3; bookseller arrested, Mar:12; Clinton Book Shop cited, July:47; police raid bookstore, July:47; cited, July:48.


New York, Syracuse Post-Standard: see Post-Standard (New York, Syracuse).


New York Civil Liberties Union: supports student editor, Sept:60.


New York State English Council—the English Record: to have articles and bibliography on censorship and book selection, Mar:13.

New York State English Council: forms Committee on Defense Against Censorship, Mar:13; Future Committee activities outlines, Mar:13.


New York State Teachers' Association: to participate in series on censorship and the English teacher, Mar:13.

New Yorker: cartoon, Mar:17.

New Zealand—Indecent Publications Tribunal: local controversy about, Nov:75.


New Zealand Gazette: see Gazette (New Zealand).

New Zealand Newsletter: see Newsletter (New Zealand).

New Zealand Library Association: protests local legislation, Nov:75.


News and newspapers: attempts to censor in Monroe County, New York, Jan:3; needs not met by Johnson administration, Mar:20; censored in South Africa, May:23; Seattle Barb defended, May:27; Los Angeles newspaper censors paperback, May:32; freedom of the press defended in New York, May:29; regulations passed in Brazil, May:33; freedom rights lift ban on nudist magazine in Baltimore, May:35; military commanders ordered to stop censorship, July:48; student newspaper banned in Washington, D.C., July:50; censorship lifted in Iraq, Sept:58; student editorial attacks principal, Sept:60; abolition of government censorship of press demanded in South Viet Nam, Sept:62; campus magazine suspended in Alabama, Sept:63; student newspaper censored in Alabama, Sept:64; student newspaper censored in New York, Sept:64; student newspaper censored in Portland, Sept:65; Arabs confiscate periodicals on landed aircraft, Nov:76; dispatches censored in China, Nov:76; revolutionary rebels in China censor...

Nevis and Times (Oregon, Newport): reports local library censorship, Sept:60.

Nevis-Leader (Virginia, Richmond): reports Court decision on nude pictures, Sept:62.


News-Press (California, Santa Barbara): cited, Jan:5.

News-Telegram (Utah, Deseret): reports pornography campaign, July:38.


Newsletter (Johns Hopkins University): see Johns Hopkins University.

Newsletter (National Office for Decent Literature): see National Office for Decent Literature—Newsletter.

Newsletter (New York State English Council): see New York State English Council Newsletter.

Newsletter (New Zealand): reports legislative difficulties, Nov:75.


Newsweek: reports on developments regarding Stars and Stripes, Mar:11; reports end of South Vietnam political censorship, Sept:57.


Nigger: see Gregory, Dick.

Nigger Bible: see DeCoy, Robert.


1984: see Orwell, George.

Nippon Eigasha: cited, Sept:68.

Noroff, David: cited, July:49.


Nuntius: censorship magazine to be published by Roman Catholics, July:43.

Nyren, Karl: quoted, July:44.

Obeler, Eli: on subcommittee of IFC to prepare revised text of Library Bill of Rights, Mar:10.

Obscene Literature: see Censorship.

Obscenity Laws: see state listings.


O’Hara, John (From the Terrace): banned in Newport, Oregon, Sept:59.

O’Hara, John (Lockwood Concern): confiscated by police in Rochester, Mar:12.

O’Hare, Rolland: signs ACLU brief to Supreme Court, Mar:19.

Ohio: success of vigilante committee to censor cited, Jan:3.

Ohio, Cuyahoga County: librarian cited, Jan:7.

Ohio, Greenville Advocate: see Advocate (Ohio, Greenville).

Oklahoma: success of vigilante committee to censor cited, Jan:3; obscenity status strengthened, July:46.

Old Dominion College: magazine is subject of crusade to purge dirty words, July:49.

Olds, Enid: to assist formation of Committee on Defenses Against Censorship, Mar:13.

On Iniquity: see Johnson, Pamela Hansford.

On the Beach: see Shute, Nevil.

One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich: see Solzhenitsyn, Alexander.


Open Forum Club: see Grossmont Junior College.

Orange Coast College: yearbook censored by student council, Sept:63.

Oregon: policies and procedures for selection and defense of school library materials, Jan:8; Salem School District cited, Jan:8; University faculty passes academic freedom resolution, May:26; Legislature requested to reject proposed loyalty oath, May:26; Supreme Court clears Chemult gasman, May:31; librarian reports problems with religious missionaries, Sept:58.

Oregon, Bend: Bulletin: see Bulletin (Oregon, Bend).


Oregon, Eugene Register Guard: see Register Guard (Oregon, Eugene).


Oregon, Newport: librarian censors books, Sept:59.

Oregon, Newport News and Times: see News and Times (Oregon, Newport).


Oregon, Portland Oregonian: see Oregonian (Oregon, Portland).


Oregon, Salem: cited, Jan:8; cited, May:30; pastor loses censorship case, May:35.

Oregon, Salem Capital Journal: see Capital Journal (Oregon, Salem).


Oregon, University Daily Emerald: see Daily Emerald (University of Oregon).

Oregon, Woodburn: books suspended from use in high school, May:18; controversial books returned to high school reading list, Mar:18.


Orwell, George (Animal Farm): to be explained in monograph on censorship, Mar:13.

Orwell, George (1984): cited, Jan:3; to be explained in a monograph on censorship, Mar:13; defended, Mar:18; suspended from use at Oregon high school, Mar:18.

Othello: see Shakespeare, William.


Ouellette, Henry P.: gives advice on reading habits of youth, Nov:78.

Ozymandias: see Calapai, Letterio.
Pollini, Frances


Pilot


Pinkas, David: cited, July: 40.


Pilgrim, John: cited, Nov: 77.

The Pleasure Professor: cited, Nov: 80.


Pollini, Frances (Glover): censored in New Zealand, Nov: 76.

Pool: protected by Supreme Court, July: 48.

Post (D.C., Washington): cited, Jan: 1; reports attacks on literature in Maryland and Virginia, May: 32; reports Douglas' stand on Supreme Court censorship decisions, May: 32.

Post (Maryland, Frederick): reports Middle East censorship, Sept: 68.

Post (New Jersey, Paramus): reports problems with high school curriculum, Nov: 80.


Post-Crescent (Wisconsin, Appleton): reports opposition to State obscenity bill, July: 45.

Post-Dispatch (Missouri, St. Louis): cited, Sept: 60; reports censorship in Missouri, Nov: 79.


Presbyterian Board of Christian Education: cited, May: 34.

Presbyterian Sunday School Magazine: see Venture Magazine.

Presidential Papers: cited, Nov: 82.


Press: see News and Newspapers.


Project Discovery: cited, May: 27.

Protestants and other Americans United for Separation of Church and State (Church and State): excluded from Illinois library, Mar: 10.

Public employees: have more rights, Mar: 11.


Purdue University: book removed from store near campus, Mar: 19.


P. Paisley


Paisley Free Library: see New York, Palisades.


Papadopoulos (Col.): quoted, Nov: 83.

Paper Lion: see Plimpton, George.


Pennsylvania, Harrisburg: see Patriot (Pennsylvania, Harrisburg).


Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh: see Post-Gazette (Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh).


Pennsylvania: Birthplace of a Nation: see Stevens, Sylvester K.

Pentagon: see United States—Armed Forces.

People's Voice: editor not allowed to speak at Grossmont Junior College, Mar: 16.


Peterson, Leland D.: quoted, July: 49.

Peterson, P. K.: proposed resolution qualifying anti-censorship stand of Minneapolis mayor, Jan: 6.

Peterson Place: see Metallous, Grace.

Pharmaceutical Association: enlists help of customers to combat "objectionable literature" in Iowa, Jan: 3; state associations make placards available for combat of "objectionable literature," Jan: 3.


Phoenician Women: see Euripides.


Pilot (Massachusetts, Boston): quotes minister, Nov: 78.

Pinkas, David: cited, July: 40.

Plato: cited, Sept: 54.

Playboy: cited, July: 47, 51; banned in Germany, Sept: 62; cited, Nov: 82.

The Pleasure Professor: cited, Nov: 80.


Pollini, Frances (Glover): censored in New Zealand, Nov: 76.

R

Rafferty, Max: requests changes in Land of the Free, Mar: 14; criticized by Jean Smith, Sept: 56; quoted, Sept: 67.


Ramparts: cited, Nov: 82.

The Rape of Lucrece: see Shakespeare, William.


Ratner, Samuel: convicted for distributing obscene material, Mar: 20.

Reader's Digest: distributors instructed not to handle certain issues, Jan: 3; quoted, Mar: 16.


Reader's Right: reports judging of de Sade's works in Chicago, July: 49; reports New Jersey censorship discussion, July: 50.


Reagan, Ronald: requested to withhold money for controversial textbook, Mar: 14; cited, Nov: 73.

Reagan, Ronald: requested to withhold money for controversial textbook, Mar: 14; cited, Nov: 73.

Reagan, Ronald: requested to withhold money for controversial textbook, Mar: 14; cited, Nov: 73.

Readers' Digest: distributors instructed not to handle certain issues, Jan: 3; quoted, Mar: 16.


Reagan, Ronald: requested to withhold money for controversial textbook, Mar: 14; cited, Nov: 73.

Readers' Digest: distributors instructed not to handle certain issues, Jan: 3; quoted, Mar: 16.

Reader's Digest: distributors instructed not to handle certain issues, Jan: 3; quoted, Mar: 16.


Readers' Digest: distributors instructed not to handle certain issues, Jan: 3; quoted, Mar: 16.

Readers' Digest: distributors instructed not to handle certain issues, Jan: 3; quoted, Mar: 16.

Reader's Digest: distributors instructed not to handle certain issues, Jan: 3; quoted, Mar: 16.

Readers' Digest: distributors instructed not to handle certain issues, Jan: 3; quoted, Mar: 16.

Reader's Digest: distributors instructed not to handle certain issues, Jan: 3; quoted, Mar: 16.

Readers' Digest: distributors instructed not to handle certain issues, Jan: 3; quoted, Mar: 16.

Readers' Digest: distributors instructed not to handle certain issues, Jan: 3; quoted, Mar: 16.

Readers' Digest: distributors instructed not to handle certain issues, Jan: 3; quoted, Mar: 16.

Readers' Digest: distributors instructed not to handle certain issues, Jan: 3; quoted, Mar: 16.
Rose, Frank: support of student newspaper censored, Sept:.
Roman Catholic Church: backs anti-obscenity statute in
Rogers, E.: quoted, July: 43.
Rockwell, George: appearance banned from Grossmont Junior College, Mar: 16; cited, Nov: 74; cited, Nov: 82.
Rockwell, George Lincoln: appearance banned from Grossmont Junior College, Mar: 16; cited, Nov: 74; cited, Nov: 82.
Rogers, E.: quoted, July: 43.
Romaine, Paul: obscenity conviction appealed, Mar: 9.
Roper, William (Character): quoted, July: 47.
Rose, Frank: support of student newspaper censored, Sept: 64.
The Rosy Crucifixion: see Miller, Henry.
Roth, Philip (When She Was Good): censored in Oregon, Sept: 59.
Roth vs. U.S.: cited, Nov: 75; Court urged to abandon approach laid down in, Mar: 19.
Ruba'iyat: see Khayyam, Omar.
Rutgers University: faculty allowed freedom of speech, Mar: 15.
Rylah, Arthur: increases federal censorship in Australia, Mar: 12.
S
Sade, Marquis de: see de Sade, Marquis.
Salk Institute for Biological Studies: controversial art show reopening, July: 46.
Sammis, Ford (The Story Behind the 'Land of the Free'): censored by Republicans in California, Sept: 67.
Schauer (Senator): cited, Nov: 70.
Schafluy, Phyllis (Strike From Space): rejected in Virginia, Sept: 59.
Schuster, Melvin: suspended from Johns Hopkins University for running article in newsletter, Mar: 16.
Scobey, Mildred: quoted, July: 50.
Scott, Hugh: cited, Sept: 68.
Selby, Hubert, Jr., cited, Nov: 83.
Selby, Hubert, Jr. (Last Exit to Brooklyn): sale and dis­tribution prohibited in Connecticut, Mar: 10; judged obscene in London, May: 24; cited, Nov: 82.
A Separate Peace: see Knowles, John.
Sex Life of a Cop: defended as speech, Mar: 19.
Sex Slash: cited, Sept: 64.
Sexus: see Motion Pictures.
Shame Agent: protected by Supreme Court, July: 48.
Shute, Nevil (On the Beach): attacked in Virginia, May: 32.
Simmons, B. L.: cited, Jan: 8.
Simmons

Simmons, Walter: quoted, July:42.
Simons, Harold: issues, then revokes injunction against
Cornell literary magazine, Mar:17.
Simons, Robert L.: reports on censorship role of librarian,
Nov:77.
Sinyavsky and Daniel (The Trial Begins): cited, Nov: 83.
Sir: protected by Supreme Court, July:48; cited, Sept:60.
Sky Blue on the Dump: see Wiebe, Dallas E.
Smith, Gerald L. K.: cited, Nov: 82.
Smith, Jean: acknowledged, Sept:53; attacks ALA trustees
Smith, Robert L.: reports on censorship role of librarian,
Smith, Harold: issues, then revokes injunction against
Smith, Sherman W.: quoted, July:49.
Smith, Gerald
Sinyavsky and Daniel
Simmons, Walter: quoted, July:42.
South Dakota Library Association: opposes federal obscenity
South Dakota: librarians oppose federal obscenity com­
South Carolina, Columbia: reports on censorship role of librarian,
South Dakota, Johannesburg: censorship reported, May:23.
South Africa: Johannesburg Die Beeld: see Die Beeld
(South Africa, Johannesburg).
South Carolina, Columbia State and Record: see State and
Record (South Carolina, Columbia).
South Dakota: librarians oppose federal obscenity commis­sion proposal, July:47.
South Dakota Library Association: opposes federal obscenity
bill, July:47.
Southern, Terry (Candy): ruled obscene in Missouri, Nov:
79; cited, Nov: 82.
Spectrum: banned in New York, Sept:64.
Der Spiegel: reports Arab confiscation of periodicals on
landed aircraft, Nov:76.
Spillane, Mickey: books banned in Ireland, July:38.
Spokesman-Review (Washington, Spokane): reports clamp­
down on pornography in Mexico, Nov:73.
Spree: protected by Supreme Court, July: 48.
Squire, James: assists formation of Committee on Defenses
Against Censorship, Mar: 13.
Stanford Today: article on censorship by Merryman, Sept:
63.
Star (Minnesota, Minneapolis): quoted, Mar:15; reports
on Minnesota smut bill, July:52; attacks Ervin Gaines’
speech, Sept:56.
Star-Free Press (California, Ventura): cartoon cited, Jan:1.
Star-News (California, Chula Vista): reports banning of
censorship ordinance in California, Sept:62.
Starbucks, George E.: refuses to sign loyalty oath, Mar: 11.
Stars and Stripes: articles to be filtered, Mar:11; cited,
July:48.
State and Record (South Carolina, Columbia) reports press
research, Nov: 79.
Statesman (Idaho, Boise): reports police censorship, May:
33.
Staudenmeier, Eugene: cited, Nov:75.
Steinbeck, John (Grapes of Wrath): cited, Jan:3; decried
in New Mexico, May:23; cited, May:24; banned in
Pennsylvania, May:26; considered obscene in Indiana,
Stephenson, Leonard: acquitted on obscenity charge, May:
28.
Stephenson, Mark: cited, Jan:2.
Sterne, Laurence (Tristram Shandy): banned in Iowa,
May:21.
Stevens, Sylvester K. (Pennsylvania: Birthplace of a Na­tion): censored by Halen Caly Frick, July:49.
Stevenson, Adatia: quoted, Mar:16.
The Story Behind the “Land of the Free”: see Sammis, Ford.
Story of O: see Reage, Pauline.
Stoyan, Hortensia R.: charges Gorton was assault, Nov:73.
Strick, Joseph: quoted, July:43.
Strife From Space: see Schaffly, Phyllis.
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee: cited, July:
52.
Suicide of the West: cited, Nov:82.
Sun (Maryland, Baltimore): reports bookstore harass­ment,
May:22.
Sun (Nebraska, Las Vegas): reports Nevada censorship,
Sept:66.
Sun (Virginia, Suffolk): reports clergy criticism of Gorton
censorship, Sept:57; reports theft denied by Gorton,
Sept: 58; reports passage of Farmingdale Library budget,
Nov: 74.
Sun Era, Inc.: fined in Iowa, May:27.
The Suppliants: see Euripides.
Suu, Juan Khac: Sept:62.
Swaan: protected by Supreme Court, July:48.
Swanson, Barbara: cited, May:34.
Swanson, Carl: announces Supreme Court decision, Oct:16.
Swinburne, Charles: cited, May:27.
The Swingers: book to be tried in Virginia, July:49.
Syria: cited, Nov:78.
Syria, Damascus: government censors U.S. magazines,
Sept:68.

1

T

Tannenbaum, Joseph: studies censorship, July:50.
Tanizaki, Junichire (Diary of a Mad Old Man): banned in
Iowa, May:21.
Taylor, Maxwell Davenport: Article about censorship from
Stars and Stripes, Mar:11.
Teachers: see Education.
Teicher, Paul: criticizes Gorton, Sept:57.
Tennessee: House of Representatives cited, Sept:64.
Tennessee, Knoxville: police censor news, Nov:79.
Tennessee, Knoxville Journal: see Journal (Tennessee,
Knoxville).
Tertz, Abram: see Sinkavsky and Daniel.
Texas: success of vigilante committee to censor cited, Jan:3;
obscenity bill introduced to State legislature, May:30.
Texas, Baton Rouge Star Times: see Star Times (Texas,
Baton Rouge).
Texas, Bunkie: attempt at book banishment reported, May:
31.
Texas, Dallas: cited, May:30; case to be heard by U.S.
Supreme Court, Sept:61.
Texas, Houston Chronicle: see Chronicle (Texas, Houston).
Thaler, Richard: requests injunction against Cornell literary magazine, Mar:17.
Thayer Public Library: see Massachusetts, Braintree.
Theater: controversy over topless show in California, Jan: 2; controversial play performed in San Francisco, Jan:4; play censorship in Rhode Island, May:27; teacher suspended in Detroit for play presentation, May:32; play censored in Los Angeles, Sept:66; Greece military government bans performances, Nov:77; licensing by government terminated, Nov:78.
Thomas, Robert: cited, July: 38.
Thomas, Norman: cited, Nov:82.
Theater: controversy over topless show in California, Jan: 6; reports California ruling of Genet's film, May: 27; reports censorship by Helen Clay Frick; reports Greek theater censorship, Nov:77.
Time (California, Los Angeles): cited, Jan: 2; quoted, Mar:16, 17; reports film banned in Denmark, May:28; censors DeCoy's book, May:32; reports censorship of Ulysses in Great Britain, July:43; reports art show reopening in La Jolla, July:46; reports orders to stop military censorship, July:46; reports California obscenity decision, July:49; reports censorship of yearbook, Sept:63; cited, Sept:66; reports kissing taboo in India, Nov:78.
Times (Connecticut, Hartford): reports censorship in Connecticut, May:33; reports library goal as education, Nov:75.
Times (Indiana, Hammond): reports denial of quarrel over distribution of indecent literature, Jan:5.
Times (Kentucky, Louisville): reports end of England theater licensing, Nov:78.
Times (New York, New York): article on propaganda from U.S. Information Agency here in U.S., Jan:6; cited, Jan:7; quoted, Mar:12; reports Chicago resumption of best-seller list, July:42; reports Iowa ban, July:51; reports on question of adolescent obscenity standards, Sept:60; reports censorship in Germany, Sept:62.
Times (Virginia, Roanoke): reports Virginia obscenity bill constitutional, July:49.
Times-Diachile (Virginia, Richmond): reports lift of ban on nudist magazine importer, May:35.
Times-Union (Florida, Jacksonville): reports nudist magazines legally obscene in Florida, Nov:76.
To Kill a Mockingbird: see Lee, Harper.
Tom Sawyer: see Twain, Mark.
Townsend, Mary Spencer: censors library books in Oregon, Sept:59.
Traver, Dorothy: prepares letter to parents of young adults, Mar:15.
The Trial Begins: see Sinyavsky and Daniel.

Tribune (Indiana, Terre Haute): reports Pentagon censorship, May:34.
Tribune (Iowa, Des Moines): hopes Iowa pharmacists will exercise common sense in removal of publications from drug store shelves, Jan:3.
Trinity Square Repertory Company: play presentation criticized, May:27.
Tristram Shandy: see Sterne, Lawrence.
The Trojan Horse (Cornell University): banned, then re­vived by Supreme Court justice, May:17.
Tropic of Cancer: see Miller, Henry.
Tropic of Capricorn: see Miller, Henry.
Troy State College: student newspaper censored, Sept:64.
The Truth About the Dominican Republic: see Mallin, Jay.
Tschaikovsky: cited, Nov:83.
Tunisia, Tunis: confiscates magazines from landed aircraft, Nov:76.
Twain, Mark (Tom Sawyer): cited, May:32.

U

USSR: see Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Ulysses: see Joyce, James.
Ulysses: see Motion Pictures.
Un Chant d'Amour: see Genet, Jean.
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: knowledge of literature is not modern, Nov:83.
United States: may not interfere with sale of publications unless clear showing of obscenity is made, Jan:3; California publisher made charge at government for selecting Iowa as site of trial, Jan:5; convicted one individual and four firms on charge of mailing obscene literature, Jan:5; failure to meet legal requirement of adequate proof in obscene literature trial, Jan:5; government-financed books do not indicate book commissioned by federal government, Jan:6; involvement in Dominican Republic, Jan:6; phantom publishing policy, Jan:7; press cited, Nov:79.
United States—Commission on Obscenity and Pornography: created by government, Nov:69; discussed in editorial, Nov:70.
United States—Congress, House: Subcommittee on Appropriations pressured U.S. Information Agency to explain role as clandestine publisher, Jan:7; Committee on Education and Labor hears ALA opposition, July:37; Proposed Commission on Obscenity and Pornography formation opposed by ALA, July:37; Proposed Commission
United States

on Noxious and Obscene Matters and Materials opposed by South Dakota librarians, July:47.


United States Constitution, First Amendment: courts conclude unrestricted distribution of literature is vital, Jan:3; base from which writings should be judged, Mar:19; defended in New York, May:29; cited, May:32; cited, July:37; cited, July:48; cited, Sept:60; cited, Sept:67; protects magazines, Nov:74; cited, Nov:75.


United States—Court of Appeals: reversed obscenity decision of U.S. judge on film, Jan:4; decision appealed to Supreme Court, Mar:19.

United States—Customs: see United States—Treasuy Department.


United States—Information Agencies: new publishing policy of federal government, Jan:6; library practices in Vietnam, Mar:11; secret subsidies protested by ALA, Nov:74; USIS director speaks in Germany, Nov:82.

United States—Supreme Court: argues obscenity cases, Jan:1; decision in Mishkin vs. New York cited, Jan:4; standard for determining obscenity, Jan:3; local communities can adopt moral codes if they meet Court standards, Jan:4; does not have to pass Finnish law, Jan:4; rules pending in obscenity cases were awaited in Iowa, Jan:5; declined to review ruling of New York court case, Jan:6; declares Feinburg Law unconstitutional, Mar:11; book cleared by classification, Mar:12; asked to rule on base from which writings should be judged, Mar:19; cited, May:24; reviews Genet's film, May:25; cited, May:27; agrees that Medicare oath is unconstitutional, May:30; cited, May:30, 31; Douglas opposes censorship decisions, May:32; cited, July:37, 40, 41, 42, 47; gives girle magazines protection, July:48; throws out obscenity conviction, July:48; cited, Sept:64; to decide on enforcement of more stringent obscenity standards, Sept:60; rids docket of obscenity rulings, Sept:61; cited, Nov:70; protects "girle" magazines, Nov:74; cited, Nov:76.

United States—Treasuy Department: Customs Bureau bars film, Jan:4; Custom Bureau seizes nudist magazines, May:35.


Urban Nudist: cited, Nov:64.


Utah, Deseret News-Telegram: see News-Telegram (Utah, Deseret).

Utah, Salt Lake City Deseret News-Telegram: see Deseret News-Telegram (Utah, Salt Lake City).

Utah, Salt Lake Youth Protection Committee: "sink pornography" campaign supported, July:38.

V

Valley of the Dolls: see Susann, Jacqueline.


Vargas, Luio Sanchez: action ordered against pornography in Mexico, Nov:73.


Venture Magazine: censored by Pentagon, May:34.


Virginia, Bristol: Herald Courier: see Herald Courier (Virginia, Bristol).

Virginia, Fairfax: parents attack school literature, May:32.


Virginia, Norfolk: anti-smut crusade opposed, July:49.

Virginia, Norfolk Ledger-Star: see Ledger-Star (Virginia, Norfolk).

Virginia, Richmond: News-Leader: see News-Leader (Virginia, Richmond).

Virginia, Richmond: Times-Dispatch: see Times-Dispatch (Virginia, Richmond).

Virginia, Roanoke Times: see Times (Virginia, Roanoke).

Virginia, Suffolk Sun: see Sun (Virginia, Suffolk).

Virginia Woolf: see Albee, Edward.

Wardenge (West Germany): quoted, Nov:84.


Walter E. Meyer Research Institute of Law: grant allows study of censorship, July:59.


Washington, Seattle: University students not disciplined, May:27; school board use of facilities to Carmichael, July:52.

Washington, Seattle Bar: see Barb (Washington, Seattle).


Watson, Goodwin: quoted, Sept:63.


Watts, Doris Ryder: conference speech reviewed, Sept:52.


Weiss, Peter: cited, Nov:83.


West, William: assists in formation of Committee on Defenses Against Censorship, Mar:13.


When She Was Good: see Roth, Philip.

Whipple, Hugh: play causes suspension of teacher in Detroit, May:32.

Whipple, Rhonda: cited, May:32.


Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?: see Albee, Edward.

Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?: see Motion Pictures.

The Youth: few dispute government power to keep indecent literature out of children’s hands, Jan:1; effects of pornography on juvenile delinquency, Jan:2; librarians, agencies limiting reading material for, Jan:2; intention of citizens’ committee to protect, Jan:3; Indiana University librarian says keeping indecent literature from serves no purpose, Jan:5; New York laws prohibit sale of salacious reading to, Jan:6; sound practices for selection of materials for school libraries, Jan:8; relationship between pornography and crime among, Mar:14; letter to parents of adopted in California, Mar:15; deprived by censored reading lists, Mar:18; non-readers get into more trouble, Mar:18; New Mexico debates bill to regulate material sold to, May:24; poetry criticized, May:30; campaign to protect in Utah, July:38; California ordinance aimed at protecting, July:43; Wisconsin bill proposes protection from obscene material, July:45; bill to protect passes Minnesota House, July:52; teen-age censorship subject of ALA conference, Sept:53; Supreme Court to decide on obscenity standards for young people, Sept:60; city ordinance censoring materials sold to abolished in California, Sept:62; Federal board censors publications sold to in Germany, Sept:62; Commission established to deal with obscenity and pornography harmful to, Nov:68; Illinois bill outlaws distribution of obscene material to, Nov:71; conclusions of ALA preconference support right to read of, Nov:74; Reverend gives advice on reading habits of, Nov:78; textbooks purged in Israel, Nov:78; reading list censored, Nov:80; high school publication threatened by faculty, Nov:81.

Young Republican College Federation: President objects to pornography in UCLA student newspaper, Mar:16.